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Approach to recurrent Herpes Simplex Encephalitis in children
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a b s t r a c t

Herpes Simplex Encephalitis (HSE) is one of the commonest viral encephalitis and its recurrence is being
increasingly reported were HSE relapse rate came up to 5%. Both herpes simplex virus (HSV) types can
lead to encephalitis and it was established that HSV-1 is capable of nervous system invasion, latency, and
recurrence. The recurrence of HSE used to be attributed to immunological compromise, but reports show
many cases have no obvious immune system impairment. Further investigations revealed genetic pre-
dispositions to HSV infection that would explain the host vulnerability to its recurrence. In this review,
we discuss the gene mutations that may predispose to recurrent HSE and the importance of early
diagnosis and treatment.

© 2018 Publishing services provided by Elsevier B.V. on behalf of King Faisal Specialist Hospital &
Research Centre (General Organization), Saudi Arabia. This is an open access article under the CC BY-NC-

ND license (http://creativecommons.org/licenses/by-nc-nd/4.0/).

1. Introduction

Herpes simplex virus 1 (HSV-1) encephalitis (HSE) in children is
a serious but manageable condition, where its outcome is mainly
dependent on early diagnosis and immediate initiation of treat-
ment. Despite advances in diagnostic methods and antiviral med-
ications, it remains a high-risk conditionwith significant morbidity
and mortality [1]. Recurrent herpes encephalitis in children is an
uncommon illness and reports were found in the literature for both
adult and pediatric age groups [2]. Although it is rare, the man-
agement of such condition is challenging in the sense of treatment
dose and duration where the recent Infectious Diseases Society of
America guideline has demonstrated that relapses were not docu-
mented in increased dose and prolonged period of treatment with
acyclovir up to 20mg/kg every 8 h for 21 days (IDSA guideline).
Even though this treatment modality has been used, still there are

reported cases of relapses long time up to 5 years after initial
treatment had stopped provided negative PCR on follow-up in one
of the reported cases [3]. Other treatment modalities were also
used and are discussed in the treatment section. For the recurrence
of HSE Table 1 [4e9] demonstrate some reports of HSE recurrence
among pediatric populationwith proven presence of HSV using PCR
in both episodes of encephalitis to role out other causes, e.g., post-
herpetic autoimmune encephalitis provided the fact that most re-
ports in the literature labeled as recurrence of herpetic encephalitis
positive PCR in both or at least one of the episodes. Giving these
facts, many researches were conducted to provide explanations on
the pathogenesis behind the recurrence of HSV encephalitis in
immunocompetent hosts. In this study, many aspects of recurrent
HSE are explained, and approach is provided so that an optimal
management plan can be recommended for childrenwith recurrent
HSE.

2. Epidemiology

Herpes simplex encephalitis (HSE) annual incidence is 1 in every
250e500 thousand in the developed countries which makes it the
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most common virus to cause encephalitis. Encephalitis caused by
HSV-1 accounts for most of the cases, and it typically affects older
children [10]. There is a peak of incidence in early childhood, which
does not reflect the age at primary infection [11]. In the United
States, the incidence of viral encephalitis, in general, is 20,000 per
year and roughly up to 20% of them are caused by HSV-1, and one in
every three patients is a child. It used to be known that HSV-2 is an
etiological agent in genital herpes and neonatal cases of herpes
encephalitis, but recent studies indicate that both HSV-1 and HSV-2
are capable of causing oral and genital herpes where in regard to
herpetic encephalitis HSV-1 is the major cause, but still there are
some reports link HSV-2 to cause encephalitis in up to 10% of cases
mainly in immunocompromised hosts and neonates [10,12,13]. A
large study included 4871 hospital admissions of all age groups in
the United States admitted under the diagnosis of herpetic en-
cephalitis revealed that mortality rate among neonates and adults
were higher than older children [14]. Recurrence of HSE is un-
common, but relapse rate up to 5% was reported. (IDSA).

3. Virology and pathogenesis

Herpes simplex virus (HSV) also known as human herpesvirus
(HHV) is a double-stranded DNA enveloped virus member of the
Herpesviridae family generally categorized into two types HSV-1
and HSV-2. Other members of the family include varicella zoster
virus (HHV-3), EpsteineBarr virus (HHV-4), cytomegalovirus
(HHV-5), HHV-6, HHV-7, and HHV-8. Both HSV type 1 and 2 viruses
are capable of invading human central nervous system and can
replicate in the neuronal cells a phenomenon known as neuro-
virulence [15]. For infection to occur an exposed site of damaged
skin (e.g. abrasion) or mucosal surface must come in contact with
the virus, then replication of the virus is initiated at the site of
primary infection followed by retrograde transport of viral parts
toward neural ganglion (dorsal root ganglia) [16]. The pathogenesis
of HSV is mainly dependent upon host immune response toward
the infection and the mechanism in which HSV invade the brain is
still not very well explained, but the established latency of HSV in
the trigeminal ganglia where colonized ganglia after a stimulus
leads to viral reactivation and appearing as mucocutaneous vesicles
and ulcers might give a good explanation to HSE predilection to the
frontotemporal lobes by retrograde transport into the CNS through
trigeminal or olfactory cranial nerves [17]. HSE of the forebrain is
caused by viral migration through the olfactory bulb, whereas HSE
of the brainstem is caused by migration via the trigeminal nerve
[18].

4. Genetic predisposition

Most primary immunodeficiencies compromise host immunity
to be susceptible for most infections, and some may predispose to

certain pathogens due to defect in specific immune pathway
involved in particular pathogens (e.g. IL-12/IFN gamma deficiency
vulnerability to mycobacterial and salmonella infections) [19].
These immunodeficiencies can come in familial and sporadic forms
which makes their screening and diagnosis challenging. Herpetic
encephalitis in children is involved in some of these primary im-
munodeficiencies, and mainly due to defects antiviral respond by
cellular interferon, but these defects usually predispose to broad
infectious susceptibility and other clinical (or immunological)
manifestations [20,21]. Lately many reports found in the literature
indicating recurrent HSE in the absence of an underlying immu-
nodeficiency and it usually attributed to latent viral reactivation.
Recent studies were published indicating single or multiple gene
mutations that linked to increased host susceptibility to HSE and its
recurrence in some of the cases without compromising immunity
to other pathogens (examples found in Table 2 [21e33]). Toll-like
receptor 3 (TLR3) pathway defect account for almost 5% of all HSE
cases [22]. Most gene mutations found in HSE cases are leading to a
defect in interferon-mediated immunity mainly IFN-a/b and l
[23,34]. These genetic etiologies disrupt cell-autonomous immu-
nity in neurons and oligodendrocytes [35]. An observational study
was published in 2010 by Abel et al. involved total of 85 children
with HSE concluded a high rate of consanguinity (14%) and some
were compatible with Mendelian genetic origin of HSV-1 to cause
HSE [11]. HSE of the brainstem was recently shown in a multiplex
kindred to be caused by mutations in DBR1, which is the RNA lariat
debranching enzyme [18]. Interestingly, other viral infections of the
brainstem can also be caused by DBR1 mutations. The genetic eti-
ologies of HSE of the forebrain are mainly due to TLR3-IFN-a/b and
their receptor in STAT1 pathways which their mutation would lead
to HSE susceptibility of the frontal and temporal lobes of the
forebrain.

5. Clinical presentation

In the review of reports found to meet our criteria, the common
clinical presentations were abnormal movements/seizure, fever,
and altered level of consciousness. Duration of recurrence in ma-
jority of the cases varies from 2 weeks up to 1 year and longer
durations have been reported. The recurrence has been reported in
50% of pediatric cases with HSE proven by positive PCR for HSV in
both episodes while the patients were on Acyclovir. Neurological
surgery and treatment with corticotropin for infantile spasms have
been reported in patients with recurrent HSE. HSE is strictly limited
to the central nervous system. The virus does not disseminate to
other tissues or even the bloodstream. Patients with HSE almost
never suffer from herpes labialis, not only during HSE but also prior
to and after HSE. This reflects the occurrence of HSE during primary
infection and its mechanism involving an impairment of CNS-
intrinsic immunity. Moreover, the lack of herpes labialis might

Table 1
Relapsing HSE case reports and their management with proven recurrence in all episodes of HSE by positive PCR for HSV [4e9].

Age Gender Type of HSV antiviral/s used Treatment duration Outcome Author and reported time

17 months Not reported Not reported Acyclovir 38 days Death Carpentier et al., 1995 [4]
8 months Not reported Not reported Acyclovir 15 days Severe impairment
4 months Male Not reported Acyclovir Not specifically reported Severe sequalae Kimura et al., 1992 [5]
5 years Female Not reported Acyclovir Moderate sequalae
3 months Male Not reported Acyclovir Not specifically reported Severe sequalae Ito et al., 2000 [6]
5 years Female Not reported Acyclovir Moderate sequalae
8 months Female HSV-2 Acyclovir 3 weeks Language and mental function delay Mandyla et al., 2001 [7]
11 months Male Not reported Acyclovir 3 weeks Mild developmental delay
7 months Girl HSV-1 Acyclovir 6 weeks Clinical improvement Bonkowsky et al., 2006 [8]
10 years Girl HSV-1 Acyclovir 8 weeks Clinical improvement Mario Arturo Alonso-Vanegas et al., 2016 [9]
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